
You Can Now Use Your 
UnitedHealthcare 
Vision Benefits at 
GlassesUSA.com

Access to over 7,000 styles of glasses 
and sunglasses including the well-known 
designer brands 

Thousands of frames to choose from 
using your allowance, including 
designer brands under most plans

UV Coating at no additional cost

Customer Satisfaction

Customer-first approach with  24/7 
customer support

Easy-to-use website (that allows members 
to use their benefits)

Scratch Resistant Coating at no additional 
cost

Anti-Reflective Coating (Anti-Glare) at no 
additional cost

Wide range of coatings and lenses available, 
including Blue Light Blocking, Mirrored, 
Polarized, Transitions, Polycarbonate, Digital 
Progressive and Thin High-Index lenses.

Risk-Free policy with free shipping and 
returns

Virtual Try-On that allows members to see 
how the glasses fit 

GlassesUSA.com - A Leading Online Eyewear Retailer In The US

GlassesUSA.com sells, produces, and ships thousands of customized glasses daily to customers and holds 
one of the largest collections of eyewear online. The selection includes well-known designer brands 
and established house brands manufactured by GlassesUSA.com. At GlassesUSA.com UnitedHealthcare 
members will enjoy state-of-the-art lens solutions that cover all prescription requirements for glasses 
and sunglasses. 

Optimax dba GlassesUSA (the “Company”), reserves the right to terminate, revoke, modify, alter, add and delete any one or more of the terms and conditions outlined in this publication. The Company shall be under no obligation to notify the user of the 
amendment to the terms and conditions and the user shall be bound by such amended terms and conditions. Computer generated images, walkthroughs and render images used on this brochure are the artist's impression and are an indicative of the 
actual designs. The imagery used on the brochure may not represent actuals or may be indicative of style only. The information on this brochure is presented as general information and no representation or warranty is expressly or impliedly given as to its 
accuracy, completeness or correctness. It does not constitute part of a legal offer or contract. This brochure may unintentionally include inaccuracies or errors with respect to the description of a product or service, a rendering, a photo, prices, taxes, 
features, incentives etc. Notwithstanding anything, in no event shall the Company, its promoters, partners/ directors, employees and agents be liable for any or all damages, losses and causes of action (including but not limited to negligence), errors, 
injury, whether direct, indirect, consequential or incidental, suffered or incurred by any person/s or due to any use and/or inability to use this publication or information, or any action taken or abstained through this publication.  

* All trademarks are the property of their respective owners

UnitedHealthcare members can now easily shop online for their eyewear needs at a great price with some 
upgrades included at no additional cost.

Get Value For Your Vision Insurance Benefits With GlassesUSA.com




